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operations﻿could﻿ introduce﻿ random﻿failures﻿and﻿malicious﻿attacks﻿or﻿even﻿bring﻿down﻿ the﻿whole﻿
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1. INTRoDUCTIoN
Typical﻿ Cyber-Physical﻿ Systems﻿ (CPS)﻿ connect﻿ physical﻿ infrastructure﻿ to﻿ integrated﻿ computing﻿
devices﻿and﻿data﻿storage﻿facilities,﻿with﻿a﻿combination﻿of﻿computation,﻿communication﻿and﻿control.﻿
CPS﻿are﻿increasingly﻿deployed﻿in﻿military,﻿electrical﻿and﻿medical﻿systems,﻿as﻿well﻿as﻿logistics﻿or﻿
industrial﻿ production﻿ processes.﻿ However,﻿ due﻿ to﻿ system﻿ unstability﻿ and﻿ existing﻿ vulnerabilities﻿
in﻿the﻿heterogeneous﻿subsystems,﻿the﻿control﻿system﻿may﻿be﻿faced﻿with﻿random﻿system﻿failures﻿or﻿
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nodes﻿ with﻿ cryptography﻿ algorithm﻿ and﻿ consensus﻿ mechanism,﻿ providing﻿ traceability﻿ and﻿ data﻿
protection﻿for﻿each﻿transaction﻿witnessed﻿by﻿participating﻿nodes.﻿Blockchain﻿is﻿one﻿implementation﻿
of﻿distributed﻿ledger﻿where﻿a﻿chain﻿of﻿blocks﻿are﻿generated﻿from﻿transactions﻿between﻿nodes.﻿The﻿


































blockchain﻿ transactions﻿efficiently﻿using﻿hash﻿algorithms,﻿ to﻿protect﻿data﻿ integrity﻿and﻿resist﻿
tampering.﻿The﻿integrity﻿of﻿the﻿data﻿and﻿the﻿trusted﻿timestamping﻿is﻿guaranteed﻿by﻿the﻿consensus﻿
mechanism﻿used﻿in﻿the﻿block﻿mining﻿process;
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2.﻿﻿ Data﻿ from﻿ different﻿ CPS﻿ domains﻿ are﻿ differently﻿ formatted﻿ during﻿ creation,﻿ exchange﻿ and﻿
storage.﻿It﻿ is﻿even﻿more﻿complex﻿to﻿process,﻿understand﻿and﻿manage﻿data﻿ that﻿ is﻿ transmitted﻿






implementations﻿ such﻿ as﻿ Hyperledger﻿ support﻿ channel﻿ scheme﻿ which﻿ provides﻿ an﻿ isolated﻿
communication﻿method﻿but﻿still﻿adds﻿to﻿the﻿risks﻿of﻿data﻿leakage﻿during﻿channel﻿participation.















, , , .﻿There﻿are﻿service﻿providers,﻿




, , , ,﻿requiring﻿user﻿authentication﻿so﻿that﻿only﻿users﻿with﻿specific﻿attribute(s)﻿
could﻿be﻿authenticated.﻿For﻿simplicity,﻿we﻿suppose﻿there﻿is﻿one﻿attribute﻿requested﻿by﻿each﻿service﻿
provider﻿ and﻿ the﻿ required﻿attribute﻿ for﻿ sp
i
﻿ is﻿ noted﻿as﻿ A f a
sp ii
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and﻿customers,﻿ responsible﻿ for﻿processing﻿power﻿ transactions.﻿For﻿one﻿ thing,﻿ the﻿Fabric﻿client﻿ is﻿
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3.1. Reliable Data Provenance for Power Delivery
Smart﻿grid﻿system﻿components﻿include﻿power﻿generation,﻿transmission,﻿distribution﻿and﻿customer,﻿
while﻿there﻿are﻿three﻿domains﻿including﻿market,﻿operation﻿and﻿service﻿provider,﻿all﻿of﻿which﻿host﻿
a﻿Fabric﻿client﻿ to﻿support﻿ the﻿provenance﻿generation.﻿Each﻿Fabric﻿client﻿relies﻿on﻿a﻿peer﻿node﻿ to﻿
communicate﻿ with﻿ neighboring﻿ peers.﻿ The﻿ data﻿ provenance﻿ procedures﻿ include﻿ provenance﻿ data﻿






3.1.1. Phase One: Provenance Data Retrieval





Figure 1. A blockchain-based smart grid architecture with reliable data provenance and privacy preservation
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the﻿ data﻿ uploading﻿ process﻿ is﻿ transformed﻿ to﻿ a﻿ data﻿ batching﻿ and﻿ tree﻿ construction﻿ task,﻿ with﻿ a﻿
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3.2.1. Phase One: System Setup
To﻿issue﻿credentials﻿for﻿the﻿customer,﻿the﻿issuer﻿from﻿the﻿operation﻿domain﻿first﻿generates﻿cryptographic﻿
parameters.﻿Based﻿on﻿Strong﻿RSA﻿assumption﻿(Cramer﻿&﻿Shoup,﻿2000),﻿given﻿a﻿special﻿RSA﻿modulus﻿

















= ﻿a a a
l0 1
, , ,… ﻿and﻿generates﻿a﻿private﻿
key﻿a﻿as﻿well.﻿For﻿credential﻿requests,﻿the﻿attribute﻿list﻿and﻿a﻿nonce﻿is﻿sent﻿to﻿the﻿issuer.
3.2.3. Phase Three: Credential Issuance
On﻿ receiving﻿ the﻿ credential﻿ request﻿ from﻿ the﻿ customer,﻿ the﻿ issuer﻿ signs﻿ on﻿ a﻿ commitment﻿








 ,﻿with﻿the﻿signature﻿A Z S Rv
e
= ( )/ /1 ,﻿where﻿e﻿is﻿chosen﻿by﻿the﻿issuer.﻿When﻿
the﻿customer﻿receives﻿the﻿signature,﻿the﻿customer﻿will﻿then﻿validate﻿the﻿signature﻿using﻿a﻿new﻿v﻿which﻿
is﻿only﻿known﻿to﻿ the﻿customer.﻿Finally,﻿ the﻿signature﻿will﻿be﻿updated﻿and﻿stored﻿in﻿ the﻿customer﻿
credential﻿database.﻿To﻿preserve﻿activity﻿unlinkability,﻿the﻿customer﻿can﻿request﻿a﻿list﻿of﻿credentials﻿
with﻿different﻿attribute﻿sets﻿signed﻿by﻿the﻿issuer.


















list﻿ and﻿ then﻿ the﻿ challenge﻿ verification﻿ c H context common t n
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an﻿isolated﻿and﻿single-purpose﻿communication.﻿For﻿each﻿channel,﻿a﻿customer﻿can﻿present﻿a﻿different﻿





3.2.7. Phase Seven: Transaction Processing
For﻿customers﻿ requesting﻿services﻿ from﻿service﻿provider﻿ sp
i








































providers,﻿ reducing﻿ potential﻿ sources﻿ of﻿ personal﻿ data﻿ leakage﻿ and﻿ avoiding﻿ linkability﻿ between﻿
activities﻿which﻿further﻿enhances﻿privacy﻿by﻿removing﻿a﻿side﻿channel.﻿The﻿unlinkability﻿is﻿achieved﻿
in﻿that﻿each﻿token﻿presented﻿to﻿the﻿service﻿provider﻿only﻿contains﻿the﻿proof﻿of﻿possession﻿of﻿a﻿specific﻿
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time﻿ to﻿ upload﻿ provenance﻿ data﻿ with﻿ increasing﻿ number﻿ of﻿ peers﻿ while﻿ Figure﻿ 3﻿ shows﻿ the﻿
average﻿ response﻿ time﻿ to﻿validate﻿ provenance﻿data﻿with﻿ increasing﻿number﻿of﻿ peers,﻿ both﻿of﻿
which﻿indicates﻿that﻿the﻿Fabric﻿based﻿data﻿provenance﻿architecture﻿stays﻿steady﻿and﻿brings﻿low﻿
overhead﻿for﻿data﻿uploading﻿and﻿validation.
Compared﻿ to﻿ the﻿ previous﻿ experiment﻿ evaluation﻿ results﻿ of﻿ a﻿ blockchain-based﻿ provenance﻿
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5. ReLATeD woRK AND CoNCLUSIoN





Figure 3. Average response time for data provenance validation with increasing number of peers
Table 1. Overhead in credential generation phase with different key lengths
Key Length (bit) Time Spent (ms) Data Size (KB)
Experiment 1 512 134 3.04
Experiment 2 1024 334 3.49
Experiment 3 2048 29155 4.4
Table 2. On chain overhead in credential generation phase
Phase Time Spent (ms) Data Size Received (KB)
Experiment 1 System﻿Parameter﻿Setup 290 3.49
Experiment 2 Issuer﻿Parameter﻿Setup 355 12.44
Experiment 3 Issuance﻿Request﻿from﻿User 41 5.52
Experiment 4 Credential﻿Issuance 475 5.64
Experiment 5 Token﻿Presentation 260 5.21
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